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A B S T R A C T 

The recombination of neutral hydrogen in the early Universe is reinvestigate- . 
caking inco account light neutral fermions, stable or radiatively unscable. 

When these fermions are stable, their main effect is to increase the expansion 
race of the Universe, and to increase che fossilized ionization x of matter. 

e 
3ig Bang nucleo-synthesis provides density constraints on che baryonic. conpcner.es 
and if we assume that the Universe is closed with Light neutral fermions, ve can 
sec limits upon x : 4 10 ^ <x < 2 I0~5 instead of the previous bai/on-
dominated Universe result : 3 10~s < x < 3 ia"v. 

e 
If the light neutral fermions decay radiatively, the snitted photoi: is in 

the UV-range and reionizes =he neutral aacter. We point out :hat satre: can be 
completely reicnized at a redshifr Z "<• 100 for radiative lifetimes in '-• e tang? 
102- - I0zt* seconds. Supersycaetry provides us with such a light "ino". The 
reaction 

photino •* photon + gravitino 
exhibits che good relation between the photino-lifetiae and the ionizing pMCton 

http://conpcner.es


matter of the very early Universe was very hot and dense. When the temperature was 

over 10 4 °K, it was completely dissociated into electrons and ions like protons 

and ionized Helium for the most part. As the Universe expanded, it cooled and when 

its temperature reached over 4000 SK at a time of about 10- years, the baryonic 

natter combined with electrons to fom neutral matter. The recombination of the 

primeval plasma has been studied and the details of the transicior between ionized 

and neutral matter are of great interest: 

31 

- Recombination plays a crucial role in galaxy fornation'because cf. Ï perturbations 

in matter density cannot develop or grow to form galaxies in an i. m i zed medium, 

due to the Thomson friction, of electrons upon the thermal radiatie . So the 

recombination period is determinant for the evolution of perturbations which 

lead to gravitation-bound systems. 

- As radiation scatters onto the matter via the quasi-elastic Thomson iffusion 

the small scale angular inhomogeneities of the cosmic background radi- -ion (CBR) 

depend straightly on the recombination features. 

- Electrons and protons catalyse the formation of molecular hydrogen4 . 

- Finally, an intergalactic medium (IGM) may well be constituted by Che relics of 

recenbised matter which have escaped frcm gravitational collapse. So, observ

ation of the IGM is a good way to test the theory and to go back into the past 

at the time matter recombined. 

Independently, it turns out that two experimental observations are in conflict. 

The so-called "missing-mass" problem arises from the fac= chat the observed mean 

baryonic density is about 3 10™ 3 1 g/cm3 although Che Universe appears to have a 

global « a n density of , z m l •. ^ ^ - 5 1<T™ CS/<=.
3> L 0 J ^ ^ ' CH» is 

the present value of Che Hubble constant), due to the observation oc its quasi-

fiatness. Particle Physics may give a solution to this problem. Son minimal 

os whereas supersymi 

-inos", as phocinos or 

gravitinos. Such weakly interacting particles could have easily escaped detection 

for the moment and may provide the missing contribution to the total mass density. 

It is worth noticing that such a light neutral fennion with a mass of about 50-

100 eV is sufficient to solve the missing mass problem. Another effect of that 

hypothetical hidden non baryonic matter would be to influence strongly the formation 

of tlic galaxlas. 

In this paper, we examine the recombination of neucral hydrogen in the presence 

of stable or unstable light neucral fermions (the so-called "inos"). In the firsc 

part, we recall the main features of the recombination and compuce numerically the 



solution of che differential equation governing it if th«re la a '-nos ' population 
•7) 

in addition to hydrogen. Previous calculations (Peebles, Zeldovich)" assumed that 

baryonic matter was alone, and gave, with p . ̂  5 I0" 3 1 g/cm3, a residual 

ionized fraction of baryons of over 10-1*. The addition of light-inos increases 

the expansion rate of the Universe, changing significantly 'he recombination : 

the residual ionized fraction of baryona is increased by a factor 0(10) compared 

to previous results. Ne compare afterwards our results with two approximate 

solutions. In the second part of the paper, vt study the recombination in che 

presence of unstable light "-inos" which radiacively decay into a lighter particle 

and a photon. It turns out that the emitted photons are in che ultra-violet range 

and can reionize che recombined hydrogen. We point out that matter can be com

pletely reionized at a redshift ' Z ̂  100 for radiative lifetimes as large as 

I0 2 2s. Some astrophysics! data suggest chat the IGM is ionized. The hypothesis 

of che photoionizatioa of the IGM by radiatively decaying neutrinos or photinos 
8) 

has been previously formulated by Sciama who dealt with lifetimes of about I0 2 7 s 
owing to a "recent" (Z -v 3.5) ionization. The study of a possible photoionization 

of the IGM at the earlier epcch of the recombination is also of interest. 

Recombination with stable light-inos 

We first deal here with the general scenario of the recombination of neutral 

hydrogen. We have to study the evolution in time of the chemical reaction 

electron + proton £ neutral hydrogen -i-photon (I) (1) 

When the Universe expands, the température decreases and all the reagents are 

diluted. This induces a quenching of the reaction and the ionized fraction x 

of baryanic matter 

n n 
x - -2- - — (2) 

e °B °3 

is frozen at some fixed value. 

The main features of che recombination have co be recalled : 

- When the temperature is very high, reaction (I) is in taeraal and chemical 

equilibrium. We get what is called the Saha equilibrium. The concentration of 

the different constituents is given by the constant of the reaction: 

"H h 3 

where n , n and n» are respectively the densities of electrons, protons and 



hydrogen atons. Bi is the binding energy of the ground state, m is the electron 
mass. The ionized fraction x obeys the relation: 

x* (2m k l ) 3 / 2 _ . . . 

°B h* 
where iu is the baryon density and decreases like T 3 when the Universe expands. 
It is noticeable that at fixed T, the lower n_, the larger x . In our case 
n_ is sufficiently small to explain the high value of x even for a low valu» of 
the temperature. For instance: 

x -- 99X when T = 5000 °K , (5) 
e 

corresponding to an energy kT •** 0.5 eV snail compared to the binding energy 
3! =• 13-6 eV of the ground state. 

So, at a high temperature, the different processes that allow the reagents to 
interact are very fast. It implies chat the Saha equilibrium Is respected and chat 
x is given by its equilibrium value: 

-A + /A2 + 4A 
(ÔJ 

- The recombination proceeds only via the excited states. A direct recombination 
toward the ground state is largely inhibited because, basically, the VJ"V photon 
produced in such a reaction is not degenerated Lato a lower energy one, but keeps 
its frequency. If such a process occnred, the UV radiation background would grow 
and the equilibrium would be shifted toward the ionization, due to a large increase 
of the photodissociation of the ground state. So, that process would be stopped 
and inversed. 

- The different excited states are in cherxa' contact with the cosmic background 
radiation. So, if M refers to Che population of the state (n,l), one has 

^ - (21 + 1) JrTH/K C 7 ) 
l2s 

S is the binding energy of state n,l. The main consequence is that the n=2 
;tate i: the most dense popuLated among the excised states. 

- The n^t and n=2 states are in close kinetic equilibrium. The 2p - Is 
Lyman a transition has a very high rate. So the -3tio M, /X, goes towards its 
equilibrium value % with a relaxation rise soie 20 orders of magnitude smaller 
than the Universe expansion time. U is the average number of photons per iode 



in the Lyman a line 

R is the net rate of Lyman-a phocon production per unit volume. \ * 1215 A is 

the wavelength of a Lyman-a phocon and H is che Hubble constant. It is notice-

able that N- is very small compared to Ï. . Thus, when a net recombination 

occurs, the final result is the creation of neutral hydrogen, in the ground atace. 

Even if the recombination transies via the n«2 state, noc only the population 

of that state remain? negligible compared Co Che ground scats one, buc also che 

ratio N 2 S '
S ' . *•* a-' ̂ s givan_ by U f l-

- Finally, at each time an electron-proton pair recombines, a n-2 atom is formed. 

That scace evolvss rapidly for the above mentioned reasons: 

. it can be pbocodissociaced into a new electron-proton pair; 

. it can decay into che ground state and a Lyman-a phocon; 

. it can desexcite via a two—photons transition with a rate given by 

The equation describing che evolution of x reads: 

(9) 

"Is" c 'MsZs' 

a is che recombination factor of an electron-proton pair toward the excited 

states of hydrogen. 3 is che phoCodissociation factor of chese excited states, 

mainly of che n«2 one. The inhibition factor G reflects the three choices a 

n«2 state has co evolve. I stands for the Lyman-a transition. Sa. A 
Is Is2s 

corresponds to the two-photons transition. Kn. 3 describes Che ionization of 

che atom. That inhibition factor C simplifies: 

just only because the two-photons transition alone is enough to drive the recom

bination and outweights the Lyman-a transition. 



Now» we cum on to the discussion of che results of the numerical integration 
of eq. (9). He have considered a present Hubble constant d" equal respectively 
to 50 San/a/Mpc and 100 km/s/Mpc, and we have varied che mass fraction Î1 of 
che baryons 

S - Î ; <"> 
as indicated on Fig. l-a and l-b. The lower valus corresponds to the visible 
baryonie mass density of 3.IO~31 g/cia3 observed. As the Universe is quasi-flat, 
we have assumed that 

'coca! * "critic " 2 1 0" 2 3 ^ ( 100 Ws/Mpc ) ( U > 

Fig. l-a and l-b show the evolution of the ionized fraction x with the cemperacura. 
Peebles found chat for îî_ » 1 and p ' • 1-8 10" 2 9 g/cm3 che residual ioni
zation had a frozen value of 2.10". It is noteworthy chat for about che saae 
total oasa density, but fox a low ft_ of 1,5%, che residual ioniied fraction x ' * 3 e 
is equal co 1-3 10" , two orders of aagnicude larger. The behaviour of che frozen, 
value of x versus 3 a and fig depends on w o properties: 

. When P,.,,-;,, increases, the Hubble constant ac every tine increases. The 
fascer the Universe expands, the sooner the chemical reaction freezes and the 
higher che residual ionizacion is; 

• When 0_ decreases, che chemical equilibrium is shifted coward the ic.-za.cion, 
so x increases. This explains the fact that * is multiplied by over 70 
when îl_ decreases from 1 to 0.015 with Ho =• 100 laa/s/Mpc. So che 
residual ionization lies between 10~ s and JO - 3 depending ou Ho and P. . 

Finally we present here a aitnole approximation, to the recombination of neutral 
hydrogen and we compare it to a previous one used by Zabocin and Masel'skil (see 
Fig. 2-a). Basically, we have co compare two characteristic evolution times: 

. The Saha equilibrium x evolves with a. relaxation time given by 
2 ~ XeSaha I 

equilibrium | d t ] 1 - x e S a h a H.^/kî - 3/2) 

(13) 

. The recombination process has a characterised time given by 

http://ic.-za.cion


equilibrium' t h a "combination has plenty 

of else ro follow the evolution of the equilibrium. So x is given by the Saha 

value x* -„.. . of formula (6). Then, as the Universe exoands, it cools down, 
equilibrium 

At a temperature T_ ranging from 4000 to 4300 "ï the two times are equal and 

the freezing occurs. We remark that the quenching appears at a high value x e . 

The fig. 2-b shews the increase in time of the ratio 7 n %. h .,.._• „• The 
° process equiliorium 

reaction cannot follow the Saha equilibrium, it decouples. The equation of evolution 

simplifies to: 

-JT - c w . a tI3> 
and the approximate solution after decoupling ia given by 

F 

(16) 

HubbleO,,-'.) 'î„ ! <• =I„e~32''1" 

where o. - 7 , B • —- e - and Ti» is the temperature expressed in units 

AIs2s c T » 

of 1C1* °K. Formula (16) shows clearly that s reaches an asymptotic value as 

the Universe cools. He get a residual ionized fraction. 

Fig. 2-a is a plot of the numerical integrated x , the Saha equilibrium, 

the approximation (a) used by Zabotin and Nasel'skil and our approximation (b) 

versus the temperature, for Î1- • 0.06 and Hg « 50 ka/s/Mpc. Between 2500 and 

3500 °K, the two approximations a and b are equal but give a result two tines 

larger than the integrated solution. Below 2500 °K, the approximation (a) is 

smaller than the integrated solution but approxiaation (b) predicts the good value. 

Finally, if we assume that the Universe is closed with light neutral feraions 

that are stable, we can set a lower limit upon x . Big Bang nucleosynthesis 

provides density constraints on the baryonic conponents. A lower linit on the 

amount of baryonic matter in the Universe can be derived zroa contained 0 and 
Ho 2 3He abundances, &_ ( -.„„ , — ; — T Z — ) > 0.01 and the observed abundances or 

D 100 lU3/S/Mpc 
"Hg (mass fraction Y •: 0.25), D and 7Li result in an UDper limit to baryonic 

Ho 2 
matter density ÎÏ- C ,,., , — : — T ^ — ) < 0.034. If light -inos are introduced Co 

S 100 Kn/s/npc 
close the Universe, the ionized fraction x is always larger than i 10 " : 

4 lO"1* < x e < 2 10~
3 (17) 

instead or the previous baryan-dominated-O'niverse result: 

3 10~5 < x < 3 to"'4 CIS) 



Recombination in the presence of unstable light-inos 

Nov, we assume that, in addition to the hydrogen, there is a population of 

light unstable -inas with mass m in the range 30-100 eV, whose mass density 

would provide the missing contribution to close Che Universe. That population 

vent out of thermal equilibrium at seme high temperature T. larger than 1 MaV, 

when the rate of interactions with matter fall below the expansion rate of the 

Universe. Its number density is frozen at the value corresponding to a gas of 2 

helicicy-states light fermions 

V-3 (19) 

if Tj = 1 MeV which ia the case for the neutrino or the supersyametric partner 

of the photon, the photino. After the departure from the thermal equilibrium, 

the papulation begins a free expansion and its number density is diluted by the 

cosnic expansion and slowed down by the decays• He assume that the neutral 

feraions can decay principally into a photon and another fermion of aass much 

soaller than m. 

f - £' + y <Iî) (20) 

Energy of Che photon =• a/2 

To avoid problems with cosmological data, we assume that the lifetime T at z 

is larger than 1 0 2 2 s. With the range of mass under consideration, smaller life

times may contribute too much the various photon backgrounds (especially when 

ID 1 2 a ; T < 1 0 2 2 s) or distord the 3°K cosmic background radiation 

(10" < T < IO 1 2 s) ' ,11) 

At the epoch of the recombination the population of those neutral fermions 

decays slowly at rest. This acts as an extra source of UV photons which can 

strongly alter the kinetics of the recombination and even induce a complete 

«ionization of the primeval hydrogen at Z ^ 100 if the decay rate r ° 1/T is 

not very far from its upper value \ 0 ~ 2 2 s - 1 . It turns out that the photo-ionizarioi 

cross-secticn <r_ of hydrogen is very large. Even for a 50 aV photon, its value 

is 10~ 1 9 cm 2, some 5 orders of magnitude larger than the thomson cross-section. 

As soon as a UV photon is produced b̂  a decaying light-ino, it is absorbed by a 

neutral hydrogen atom. Once the recombination becomes appreciable, the mean free 

time of an ionizing photon ia such smaller than the characteristic evolution time 

of the ionized fraction s , as it can be seen by evaluating the ratio 

Ï! ^L-. 4.5io' Vi- ! e),,
!' 2»' W> 

ionizing photon 



We conclude that the ionizing part of the radiation spectrum is in close thermal 
contact with matter and that a kinetic equilibrium is established among the 
ionizing photons whose density is nr. They are involved in A processes: 

- They are created by the decay of the f particles whose density is N. Their 
production rate per unit volume is TN. 

- They come from the recombination on the ground state of e-p pairs. The rata 
of the process is et, n 2. 

- They are absorbed in photoionizing a neutral hydrogen atom. The corresponding 
absorption rate per unit volume, is °,Tc:nisnT' 

B] 
- They are red-shifted with a rate given by —? • n^ due C Q the general expansion 

of the Universe. 

When the kinetic equilibrium, is achieved, the number density of ionizing photons 
is given by 

"•' " - '"is B,H/kI + i 
(22) 

The new differencial equation driving tae recoabination writes now as fallows: 

dxe right hand tern of equation (9) CI-CTICn3 
(B^kT)» j 

Is i s 

C23) 

To exhibit the effects of Che new term on the solution, we present the following 
rough approximation: the ratio p = g I 3 * e J *v 10 3 T, ' (l-x ) is large once the 

3^/kT 4 e 

recombination is appreciable. So we approximate the factorized term into brackets 
by l/p. The second Cerm in (23) chat describes the reionization can be cast into 
the form: 

- I (24) 

tîe remark that for r > 0(10 2 U ^ ) s _ 1 , (24) can be approximated by -r ; — just 
because IO" 2 5 Ti_ T - 1 x2(l-x ) ~ l falls very quickly below l- On another hand, 

the leading contribution to the reionization is given *w -r ~. \?_ some tenperatura 
between 1000 and 3000 °X, the reionization goes over the recombination and. x 
increases. When Î" < 0(10~21* îOs" 1 the behaviour of x Looks like the classical 
one and the smaller T, the later the reionization. Finally, when r reaches the 
extreme 10~3° s" 1, Che reionization of the hydrogen becomes negligible. 



Particle physics <_o?ild provide us with 3uch a light radiatively unstable 

"-ino". tfe remark thac the above considerations cannot generally apply to an 

hypothetic heavy neutrino because Che rate for its radiative decay: 

y - Y *- y (III) (25) 

heavy light 

is strongly suppressed by GDI factors. In the considered range of mass, its 

radiative lifetime would be larger than 10 3 3 sec, excluding any possible re-
' 125 

ionization. (However, note that the Zee model, by the unnatural choice of a 

suitable higgs sector, predicts lifetimes ranging between I0 2 0 and I0 2 3 s.). 

Supersynnnetry seems to us more appealing' The supersymmetric companion of the 

photon» the photino y» might be an example, of the "-ino" we have dealt with pre

viously. Its mass can be small and it couples co the photon and to a massless 

goldstino, or a light gravitino if Che goldscino has been eaCen up by che ± y -
131 

helicity states o£ the gravitino via the super-higgs mechanism. Althnugh a class 

of models predicts a heavy gravitino with a mass of the order of the SU(2)$U(1Ï 

breaking scale, the hypothesis of a light gravicino with a mass < i eV, cannot 

be presently ruled out. Taking the usual Y~Y -gravitino vertex gives che photino 

lifetime : 

3° .«. 1 M 

where /d" is the supersymmetry-oreaking scale, d and the mass of Che gravitina 

m ,_ are related by che formula: 

n 3 / 2 . - ^ | with K « 4 lo ' lS GeV~ l (27) 

The best experimental lower bound on the scale J<L comes from che non-observation 

of the reacti jn 

e + e •+• phocino +• antigravitino • photon (IV) (2B) 

at CELLO, /d cannot be smaller than 100 GeV* 4nd so could l ie sear che value of 

che S0(2)gHJ(O breaking scale, fd - 100 GeV gives a photino lifetime 

t - 1.65 I 0 « s « . fÎ22g£JS

 ( 2 9 ) 

and is of interest for Che reionization of Che primeval hydrogen. We have numeri

cally ictegrated equation (23) when Eg • SO "fa/s/Mpc and il =• 0-[i, and 

S 0 • 100 kn/s/Mpc and ft » 0.01, and varied che "-ino" lifetime as indicated on 

Figs 3-a and 3-b- A photino aass lying within 30 and 1QQ eV largely reioniies 



the primeval hydrogen. Such a process has many consequences: 

- Hatter and radiation are in close thermal contact for a much longer time than 

in the all-baryonie case. Basically, :he decoupling occurs when :he thermal 

relaxation time of the natter temperature T coward the radiation temperature 

T v beccmes larger than the typical expansion time of the Universe, so when the 

ratio : 

Thermal relaxation time _ , , ,_,« T

5 / 2 x e -_„. 
Expansion time " 4 * 6 1 0 TL TZT C 3 0 ) 

overreaches 1. Peebles quoted that in the baryonic-dominated Universe, the 

decoupling occured around T ^ 2100 °K. When the Universe is closed with stable 

non-baryonic matter, the decoupling is delayed to T ^ 300 °K and finally, if 

«ionization occurs the thermal coupling between matter and light could be strong . 

even at the epoch galaxies formed, cowards Z • 10. In that later case we point 

out that even if the thernal decoupling occurs, all the energy released by the 

light "-ino" radiative decay heats only the baryons whose temperature grows. 

Equation (23) is no longer valid bur some features of the matter behaviour can 

be drawn. As the reccmbination depends on the natter temperature like T ~, 

that process becones inhibited and «ionization appears to be so important that 

the thermal contact could well be reestablished. Otherwise, electrons are heated 

to a very high temperature probably as large as 10 s °X, owing RJ a very hot 

plasma in the IGM. 

- If the baryonic medium is highly ionized, the thomson scattering of the C3R 

upon electrons is important and the resulting thomson friction of aattar upon 

light is non negligible. The mass density inhomogeneities 60-/0 are damped 

until the temperature drops below T d a n p i D g d e c û u p U n g

 : 

damping decoupling m ( «o }2/3 ^ i Q 0 ( 3 J ) 

thermal decoupling a 

So the mass density fluctuations are aLlowed to grow later in that scenario than 

in the standard ana. It affects galaxy formation. 

- The small-angular scale inhocoogeneities of the C3R could be affected by the 

«ionization of hydrogen and comparison with experimental data should be very 

interesting. However, a sore settled conclusion requires an accurate analysis 

which will follow in a forthcoming publication. Finally, light "-inos" could 

pro"ide a possible explanation of the hypothetical ionization of the IGM. Present 

data show that there is little neutral œatter in the IGM but nothing is clearly 

settled about the ionized species. If the IGM was found to be neutral, a new 

cosmclogic3l bound would be derived excluding "-ino" radiative lifetimes smaller 

than I02I*s and constraining the super symmetry breaking scale d. 
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FIOTHE CAPTIOUS 

Fig. 1 The iodized baryonic oatter fraction x is plotted against the Universe 
température for several values of the baryonic mass fraction fl_ and 
two values of the present Hubble constant: H - 100 ka/s/Hpc (1-a) 
and HQ • 50 kn/a/Kpc (1-b). 

Fig.'2-a The ionized fraction xe is plotted against the Universe temperature, 
and four behaviours rjf x are shown: 
- the Saha equilibrium; 
- the numerical integration using a resolution of the differential 

equation (9) on a computer; 
- the approximation (a) dene by Zabotin and Nasel'slcît; 
- our approximation (b). 

Fig. 2-b The ratio R of T /T • •,•,..-• i-s plotted against the Universe 
nrocess equilibrium r 

temperature. Note tnat when the ige of the Universe grows, its tempe
rature decreases and R increases. 

Fig. 3 The ionized baryonic matter fraction x is plotted against the Universe 
temperature for several values of :he lifetime of the unstable "-ino", 
and for two different conditions: 
- maximum baryonic abundance: H = 50 km/s/Mpc and îî_ • O.Ii (3-a) 
- minimum baryonic abundance: H • 100km/s/Mpc and Cî_ =• 0.01 (3-b). 
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